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Cell capture plate handling and FACS sorting information

The prepared primer plates contain mineral oil and a 50 nl droplet with reagents (and later your cell). To prevent
the droplets jumping out of the oil due to rare instances of static charge in the plate, please avoid touching the
plate bottom at all times. Simply hold the plate by the sides.

Handling prior to sorting
 We will ship the plates to you on dry ice, sealed with silver seal foil. (Greiner bio-one silver seal sealer,
aluminum, Item No.: 676090)
 Plates will be pre-labeled with a SCD code unique for each plate (for example ABC-XY-001). If they are not
or if you have any questions, please contact about your unique plate codes.
 Upon arrival, remove the plates from dry ice and store at -20˚C prior to sorting. Plates can be kept for
months at -20˚C.
Sorting single cells
 Make a single cell suspension according to your protocol of choice and pass it through a FACS filter. Keep
on ice.
 Remove the plates from the freezer 15 min prior to sorting and let thaw on ice.
 Spin the plates down (1 minute, 1500-2000 rcf) and keep on ice.
 It is advisable to select for live cells (by sorting only DAPI- cells for example). Other live/dead markers are
also usable. Add the live/dead dye to your single-cell suspension 10 minutes prior to sorting. Vortex briefly
and keep on ice.
 Properly calibrate your FACS machine to sort into the 384 wells of the plates (this step is very important!).
You can use a sealed test plate and sort FACS fluid onto the cover at wells A1-3 and P22-P24. Check that the
resulting droplets are as close to the middle of the wells as possible.
 NB: If using a BD FACSARIA, the step size in one direction might be too large to properly
center the stream. In this case, you can alter the voltage on the deflector plates to adjust
the location of the droplets.
 Select for live single cells during using proper FSC/SSC and live/dead gates. An example of this can be found
below in figure 1.
 Leave 8 wells at right bottom corner of the plate empty
OPTIONAL
(wells O21-O24 and P21-P24). This is a no-template
Check total RNA quality when you are in doubt of
control that could be important during data analysis.
sample quality
 Please fill at least half of each cell capture plate with
single cells.
If you want an indication of the RNA quality or you
 If your FACS machine supports it, store index files that
are in doubt about the RNA quality of a particular
run, you can do a first check for the total RNA quality.
contain FACS information for each single cell sorted
This can be done by sorting 1000-10.000 cells into
into the plate. This might be important for adjusting
TRIzol (Thermo Fisher Scientific) or another RNA
possible FACS gates later on, or if you want to overlay
extraction buffer, isolating the total RNA and
fluorescence
information
with
transcriptome
checking its RIN number on a bioanalyzer (Agilent). If
information from the same single cell, for example.
the total number of cells is limited, sorting fewer cells
is also possible, in which case we can do the RNA
 Depending on how many cells you have, sorting one full
extraction and total RNA quality check for you.
plate should take somewhere between 7 and 20
Contact us if you are in doubt.
minutes.
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Figure 1: example of FACS gating strategy for viable single cells.
In this case applied to cells from the bone marrow but can be applied to most cell types.
In this case AAD was used as live/dead marker, but DAPI or other live/dead markers can also be used.
After sorting
 If you want, write additional info on the side of the plate, but make sure you remember which cells you
sorted in which plate by keeping a record of the unique plate id (ABC-XY-001). SCD will only track the unique
plate ID code upon receiving the plate.
 Cover the plate with an aluminum sealer. Other types of plate seals will also work, but they should be nonplastic, as plastic covers stick poorly to the plate at colder temperatures and cause more static charges.
Avoid excessively touching of the plate bottom or top while sealing the plate (static charge). However, do
try to seal the wells as properly as possible by using your hand or a plate sealing aid (do not heat-seal!).
 After sealing, immediately spin the plate for 2 min at 1500-2000 rcf (preferably in a cooled centrifuge @
4˚C)
 Immediately after spinning, snap freeze plates on dry ice. Plates should be stored at -80˚C after finishing
the sort until ready for shipment. Sorted plates can be stored at -80˚C for up to 6 months.
Shipping
Shipping requirements
 Make sure the plates are sealed properly with the provided aluminum seals
 Make sure the plate ID (colored label) is still readable.
 Ship the plates in a plastic (ziplock) bag or cardboard Eppendorf box (4 plates fit in one box, only the flexible
boxes work). For extra stability, the plates can be taped together.
 Ship the plates on dry-ice. A minimum of 5 kg dry-ice is required for EU and USA shipments (=1-2 day
shipment). Add 2.5-3 kg extra dry-ice per day of shipping, when the shipment is expected to take longer
than 1-2 days. With hot outside temperatures (>30˚C), also add more dry ice.
 Place the plates/Eppendorf box upright within the package. Please do not place the plates/Eppendorf box
sideways or upside down.
 Preferably put the plates/Eppendorf box at the bottom of the package, on top of a small layer of dry-ice and
covered by a large amount of dry-ice. This way the plates/Eppendorf box stay(s) fixed in place better and
the plates will remain cold throughout the shipment.
 Seal the dry ice box properly, but never tape the lid of a dry ice box completely shut. Pressure can build up,
as the dry ice turns from a solid into gas (more volume) and has nowhere to escape.
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Include a “this side up” sign on the box so it is not turned upside down during shipping.
Plates should be shipped on Monday-Wednesday if possible, to avoid dry ice evaporating over weekend in
case the package gets stuck.

Shipping information
Please fill out our online sample submission form (https://www.scdiscoveries.com/submit-samples/),
before shipment. We need the information in this form to accurately process your plate(s).
Add the excel file from the sample submission form to the package (e.g. in a plastic paper sleeve). This way we
can identify the samples quickly.
Our shipping address is:
Single Cell Discoveries
Attn. Lotte Koopman
Uppsalalaan 8
3584 CT, Utrecht
The Netherlands
If you have any further questions, do not hesitate to contact us via email at lab@scdiscoveries.com or via
telephone at +31 30 212 19 05
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